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you probably don't want to get your hands on this one. while the skin is appropriate, its
way too obscure for most players to find. it is only available through the fortnite item

shop and is generally only available at certain times in the game. when it is available in
the item shop, its purchase price is around 1,500 v-bucks. if you absolutely must get this
skin, its only a matter of time before you find it in the item shop as its unlocked almost

every time a fortnite seasonal event is released. another fortnite favorite, the
thunderjaw was added to the game during chapter 3, season 8. all thunderjaw cosmetic
items were available for all players to obtain throughout the duration of season 8. while

players could purchase the thunderjaw set at any point, there were no methods of
earning any of the cosmetics aside from team play. soon after fortnite chapter 3, in

2019 season 9, the fortnite item shop was introduced. then, players were able to buy
the thunderjaw set using fortnite v-bucks. its safe to assume that the thunderjaw is still

available if your still earning v-bucks through challenges. this was the primary method of
acquiring the thunderjaw, and as long as players wanted the thunderjaw skin, they could

buy it. in fortnites chapter 3, players were able to earn the water gen gun as well. this
water gun does fire out super-charged water particles that cause instant damage to

anything they hit. however, the gun can only be used once before having to reload. this
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gun is still available and as such its possible its still obtainable.
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